
Receiving a Kingdom Hebrews 12:18-29
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What Matters
ª Someone cleans & vacuums their car

· He loves his car

ª Someone who is always well-groomed

· She really cares about her appearance

ª Also borne out in what they say 



What Matters …

ª I spent last Saturday splitting wood

· We love sitting by the fire

ª Our behavior reveals what is important to us

ª If God matters it will be visible



What Matters …

ª Our passage:

· Striking vision of our heavenly inheritance

¸ The thing to be most desired

· First covenant withheld God’s presence

· Second (New) covenant welcomes us in



1. Withhold
ª Giving of first covenant at Mt Sinai  (Ex 19 – 20)

· Mt Sinai could be touched (v 18)

· But it could not be touched 

¸ Whoever touches the mountain put to death (Ex 19:12)

· The voice of God came from the mountain

¸ The people begged God not to speak to them anymore

¸ Moses will bring the word to them. (Dt 5:23-25)



1. Withhold
ª A story of fear and exclusion

· Exact point where Mountain begins not clear

· Come to the mountain but not touch it  (Dt 4:10-11)

ª Direct contrast to the second covenant

· Let us draw near (v 22)



2. Welcome
ª The geography

· Mt Sinai in the Arabian Peninsula

· Mt Zion is in Jerusalem with temple on top

· The “Real” Mt Zion

· The “heavenly Jerusalem” (v 22)



2. Welcome …

ª Heavenly Jerusalem – Nine Characteristics

· Mt Zion

¸ The place where God dwells

· City of the Living God

¸ Where all the faithful people are going (11:10, 16)

· Heavenly Jerusalem

¸ It is not on earth

ª Direct our attention to the ultimate destination



2. Welcome …

ª Who is there …

· Innumerable angels

¸ Thousands in constant worship  (Rev 4-5, Dt 33:2)

· Assembly of the firstborn

¸ God’s people are called his firstborn (Ex 4:22)

¸ His treasured possession, inheritors

¸ Names written in the book of life  (Rev 21:27)

· To God

¸ We shall see him face-to-face  (1 Cor 13:12)



2. Welcome …
· To the spirits of the righteous

¸ God’s redeemed people being where he dwells

· To Jesus

· To the sprinkled blood

¸ Seals the new covenant. (cf.  Ex 24:8)

ª A description of joy, of presence



3. Worship
ª Do not refuse him who speaks ( v 25)

· Play on words in Greek

· “paraiteomai” two meanings – request or refuse

¸ v 19 translated ”beg” or “plead”

¸ v 25 meaning “refuse, avoid, decline”

· We are not beholding a fearsome sight

¸ Which we beg to end

· We are beholding a joyful aseembly

¸ Which we must not refuse to join



3. Worship …

ª Let us be grateful (v 28)

· Right theology will automatically lead to worship

· Lack of gratitude – a problem of imagination



3. Worship …

ª Let us offer acceptable worship

· Four characteristics of acceptable worship

¸ Spirit & truth  (John 4:24)

¸ Reverence & awe  (v 28)

¸ Reverence “eulabeia” occurs only twice in NT

• Heb 5:7 – Not just an attitude of heart, expressed as obedience

¸ Awe is only sensible response to what we’re offered



Living It – Grateful
ª Titled this sermon “Receiving a Kingdom” (v 28)

· Turn attention away from here-and-now

· Remember our final welcome into joyful assembly

· SPEND TIME CONTEMPLATING IT

· Change so much of who we are & what we do

· Put our daily lives into right perspective


